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　By the 1990s many countries prided themselves for having understood how to control

inflation in the goods market. Unfortunately, the phenomenon of inflation had not gone away,

since its roots had merely shifted to asset prices. This was evidenced by periods of sustained

swings in the price of stocks, shares, real estate and land over the last twenty years or so. It

is ironic that as economies became　more adept at understanding the factors which affected

the prices of real goods, an equivalent understanding of financial products and the complex

changes occurring in financial markets, was much less complete. This was to have serious

consequences　for economies especially when periods of assets price inflation were　followed

by severe asset deflation　as price earnings ratios fell and risk premiums　rose　once　more.

　Key to this change was the rapid growth of the financial sector and the greater exposure

to financial risks. The reasons　for such changes were many. First, the financial　sector's　share

of GDP in most developed countries had grown, leaving more countries exposed to changes

in financial variables. Second, deregulation of banking and increased competition had provided

the opportunity for increased volume of loans and for more　risk-taking. Third, banks entered

new markets such as asset trading and mortgage finance thus increasing the liquidity of some

markets. Fourth, the ratio of lending to the private sector as ａ proportion of lending to the

public　sector　had　risen　as　fiscal　consolidation　in　the　public　sector　diverted　finds　into　the

private sector where investments were, on average, more　risky. In other words, the overall

risk exposure　of the national financial systems of many countries had increased. Finally, the

exposure to the property market had increased as this sector grew in size and was perceived

as　ａ　potentially　sound area　for investment. The greater the exposure　of　countries　to　the

various financial factors noted above, the greater the effects of asset market swings on

financial　institutions　and　eventually　on　the　real economy　through　various　transmission

mechanisms.

　The aims of this paper are　modest It attempts, in ａ general way, to discuss ａ number of

issues which are related to the points made above.　Since the whole subject is immense, the

objectives　of the paper will be to deal with a few relevant interconnected issues. First it will
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discuss the nature of the transmission mechanism through which financial changes affect the

real economy with special reference given to the role of asset prices. Second, an attempt will

be made to assess the role of financial deregulation in amplifying some　aspects of the trans-

mission mechanism. Finally, within the asset price envelope, special attention will be given to

the housing market and effects of housing wealth on consumption. The overall aim is to

provide a　few general reflections on the complicated interaction between transmission

mechanisms, deregulation and the housing market in ａ small number of developed economies.

Theoretical Framework of the ]Monetary Policy Transmission Mechanism

　　　　　　　　　　　　　Thetransmission mechanism

　According to the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics (Durlauf & Blume, eds. 2008），

the monetary policy transmission mechanism describes how “policy-induced changes in the

nominal money stock or the short-term nominal interest rate impact on the real variables…

aggregate　output　and　employment.　Spe�ic　channels　of　monetary　transmission　operate

through the effects that monetary policy has on interest rates, exchange rates, equity and real

estate prices, bank lending, and firm balance　sheets'

　Figure l gives ａ　concise summary of the main sequences　involved in the Monetary Policy

Transmission Mechanism （ＭＰＴＭ）ａｎｄexplains how ａ change in the officialrate of interest

feeds through to the real economy affecting economic activity and inflation

　There　are three main steps involved with the MPTM which will now be briefly summa-

rised. The first step is the effect of an officialinterest rate change on the financial markets.

The officialbank rate is immediately passed on to other short term market rates although the

short terms rates do not always move by the same　amount as the officialbank rate since

banks need to maintain ａ margin for profit. The precise impact on the ｅｘｃｈａｎｇｅ　rate　is

uncertain although it is generally accepted that, say, an increase (decrease) in the officialrate

of interest will result in an appreciation (depreciation) of the domestic currency other things

being equal (see Burda and Wyplosz 2005 and Gartner 2003）.Ｔｈｅsｅｃｏｎｄstep is the trans-

mission from financial markets to spending and aggregate demand mainly through three
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channels viz, interest rates, credit availability and the exchange rate. The cumulative impact

of monetary policy on spending behaviour through these　channels leads to changes in real

aggregate demand (HM Treasury 2003a）

　The final step in the transmission mechanism process is how changes in aggregate demand

is transferred to output and prices. This in turn will depend on the amount of nominal wageo

and price rigidity in the economy since in the absence　of wage/price rigidity, changes in

demand would lead to price changes with no impact on output whereas the presence of some

rigidity (as is normal) would lead changes in aggregate demand to result in changes in

ｏｕtpｕt.（ＨＭTreasury 2003c). Within this transmission process one should not forget the

fact that the impact on the real economy of changes in aggregate demand will, to some

extent, depend on the level of the output gap present. For example, if there is ａ　negative

output　gap　then　and there　is　an　increase　in　spending, then there　is　likely　to　be　only　ａ

minimal effect on output and prices. ０ｎ the other hand when the economy has ａ positive

output gap an increase in spending may have ａ noticeable effect on output and prices｡

　The impact of monetary policy on the real economy suggests that some countries may be

more　sensitive than others to monetary policy transmitted through certain routes but less

sensitive to transmission though others （ＨＭ Treasury 2003a）.Ｔｈｅmodels set up in the UK

and Europe to test the speed and extent of the pass through from monetary policy to the

real economy have given　varied results. Some models indicate that there is little difference

between the UK and other EU countries in terms of the responses　of countries to monetary

policy　shocks, for　example, Oxford Economic Forecasting （2003），ａｎｄDeodola and Lippi

（2000）.０theｒs have found the reverse, for example Gerlach & Smets (1995) find that the

transmission mechanism in the UK was　more　sensitive (i.ｅ.ａ larger response　of　output　to

monetary policy) that other EU countries. A further structural analysis done by HM Treas-

ury in 2003 found that the speed and pass through from officialinterest rates to bank lending

ratesけhe effects of housing wealth on consumption ； the higher　exposure　to mortgage debt

at variable interest and to interest sensitive assets such as equity - all amplified the transmis-

sion mechanism as compared to other European countries (HM Treasury 2003a.）ｌｎ particu-

lar, the UK housing market was an important structural difference　between the UK and the

EU countries which affected the speed of transmission. Unfortunately, many of the models

fail to capture the structural features within each economy and so the situation is confusing･

The asset price channel : banking fragilityand the real economy

　Asset prices and Banking* fragrility

　Asset are usually broken down into two classes viz. financial assets such as various types

of securities, and non-financial or physical assets such as property and land.

　In a historical context, the role of swings in such　asset　price　is　notnew, but as　noted

above, the growth of the financial sector especially in developed countries has made changes
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　　　　　　　　　　Fiarure ２　Asset prices and the banking sector
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in such prices very relevant to the health of nations. Examples of asset problems abound as

with the great depression 1929 －1933 1nitiated by the decline of the Dow Jones　(Krugman

2008）；the bursting of Japan's bubble and lost decade (Gertler et. al. 1988) and the more

recent house　price crash in the us and poor　management of financial innovations (Cable

2008）（Ｋｒｕｇｍａｎ（2008）｡

　We can investigate the effects of swings in asset prices by first taking the impact of asset

price changes on the transmission mechanism via their impact on the banking sector and

banking fragility in general. Second, the importance of asset price change on the real eco-

nomy with special reference to the role of housing wealth in that process will also be

discussed. Perhaps at this stage, the work of Goetz （2004）in his article for the Bank of

International　Settlements　entitled　Aｓｓｅt ｐｒｉｃｅｓａｎｄ　Ｂａｎｋｉｎｇ Ｄｉｓtｒｅｓｓ:ａ Ｍ ａｃｒｏｅｃｏｎｏｍｉｃ

Ａｐｐｒｏａｃｈwill help provide ａ generalised model of banking fragility. He links banking assets

to macroeconomic conditions by stressing the vulnerability of banks' asset sheets resulting

from ａ fall in asset prices｡

　This can　be seen　in Figure 2 which shows how ａ productivity shock affects asset prices

and hence　banks. Decreases　in asset prices results in falling prices due to the ‘wealth effect'

and such fall in prices in the presence of fixed nominal debt can lead to major defaults on

loans. Banks　then　face　losses　on loans (i. e.　non-performing loans), which reduced bank

capital and therefore the availability of credit in an economy. The ‘credit crunch' then gener-

ates ａ ｆｅｅｄｂａｃｋｌｏｏｐ　ａsthe contraction of credit in turn depresses asset prices and drives　up

the bank loan rate. The effect of a fall in asset prices on the banking system is both indirect

and non linear. Indirect in the sense that the banks are vulnerable to falls in the prices of not

only their own assets but also the assets of their borrowers. It is non-linear to the extent that

small losses may not damage the balance　sheet　of　banks, but　larger　losses can　result in ａ

credit crunch and even ａ banking crisis. Also, the idea of a feedback loop highlights the fact

that ａ banking crisis has further negative effects on asset prices creating ａ downward cycle

and further deterioration of the balance　sheets of banks. Although the Goetz model is re-

latively simple in that it does　not encompass　various aspects such as uncertainty and asym-

metric information, it points to the forces which create banking fragility in the face of asset

deflation.

Asset prices and the real economy

Much of the work in this area has followed the effectsof asset fluctuationson the real
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economy through its effects on consumer spending and investment IMF （2000），ＩＭＦ（2008），

and Choi (2009). Changes in asset prices can affect consumption because　such changes have

ａ　xｖｅａｌth　ｅがｅｃt.When the value of ａ person's　assets　changes, so　does the　person's lifetime

financial resources　（ａs predicated by the permanent income hypothesis) and hence　consump-

tion and spending. In addition, asset prices can have　ａ ｃｏｌｌａtｅｒalｅｆｆｅｃt八ｎthat the assets can

also be used as security for further loans ― again affecting consumption and spending. From

the investment side, changes in asset prices alter the cost of new capital relative to existing

capitaドCho1 2009). For example an increase　in asset prices lowers the cost of new capital

compared to existing capital so that the ratio of the market valuation of capital to the cost of

gaining new capital rises and so too will investment. Asset prices also affect expectations　of

the future ； rises in asset prices generating confidence and increased tendency to invest while

a fall in asset prices leads to low expectations　and investment｡

　There is sufficient empirical evidence that changes in asset prices can lead to output growth

within industrial economies (Asprem 1998), (Choi et. al. 1999) (Cho1 2009）bｕt at this stage

our interest is mainly in the avenue in which house　price and building cycles have tended to

coincide since 1970. However, Girouard et. a1.（2006）has indicated that house　prices in the

rnost recent period of 2002 to 2007 did not follow the business　cycle. Evidence　presented by

the IMF (2008) suggests that the creation of new financial products in the mortgage market

and the low interest rates in general have resulted in an　over-valuation of house　prices

beyond their fundamental values.

　Housing" and the real economy

　The effect of housing on an economy emanates from both the investment and consumption

side. For example, housing investment in the UK contributed just over 20％of GDP in 2010.

However,　as noted before, this paper concentrates on the consumption aspects of housing and

here we find that housing accounts for around 33% of gross household wealth in UK,

Germany and Italy while in France　the proportion is greater than 40％（ＨＭ Treasury

2003b）.Ｔｈｅｒｅａsｏｎ　forthe importance of housing is twofold. Firstly, housing is seen　as　ａ

key　channel for stimulating consumption (Flood et. al. 2008) and second, is　housing's　role

within the Monetary Policy Transmission Mechanism （ＭＰＴＭ）.Ｔｈｅsｅｃｏｎｄｒｅａsｏｎ　forthe

interest in housing's role within the MPTM is the fact that both academic literature and

empirical studies have found that the strength of the link between increases　in house　prices

and　consumption varies considerably　across　advanced economies (IMF 2000， 2008，2009）sｏ

that it is necessary to understand the channels through which households' consumption varies

with the change in house　prices in order to understand the ways in which these differences

occur.

　Figure 3 summarises how changes in monetary policy is transmitted through various　chan-

nels from the housing sector to the real economy. Although the figure is relatively simplistic

and we are concentration most in this paper on the consumption/collateral effect,it does give

weight to the Tobin's q. Tobin's indicates that changes in the price of houses　will affect

aggregate demand by altering the incentives for housing investment. From our point of view。
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Figure ３　Housing and the Monetary Policy Transmission Mechanism
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we　are　more interested here, in the other channel where　changes in policy affects the prices

of housing and therefore consumption through the wealth and collateral effects.

　Housing" Wealth effect

　For example under the　permanent income theory, households would perceive their houses

as wealth and base their spending decisions in part on movements in net wealth position

（Ｆｌｏｏｄet. a1. 2008）.ln the life cycle models of Ando and Modigliani consumer　expenditure

depends　on human　capital and the value of tangible and financial assets　so that individuals

can‘sｍｏｏth’their consumption over time by adjusting their consumption accordingly (Cheng

& Fung 2008）Ｗｈｅｎ adjustments　to　consumption happen through　either　of these　two

reasons, its effects on the economy can be significant since consumption accounts for 50－70％

of GDP （ＨＭ Treasury 2003b and Girouard et. a1.2006）

　However, these theories of consumption have limitations. For example, the permanent rise

in house　prices have positive wealth effects and negative income　and substitution effects on

consumption. There is a difference　in the experiences　of renters who have to save more in

order　to　get　onto　the　property　ladder　and home owners who benefit from their increased

wealth as result of the rise in house　prices. Therefore, the housing tenure structure can play

an important role in assessing the strength of the transmission from housing wealth to

consumption. In sum, the importance of wealth effects tends to decline with the proportion of

people who are　owner-occupiers (Cheng & Fung 2008）.

　Secondly, some of the consumption models assume　the presence of perfectly competitive

capital and mortgage markets, which allow consumers to turn illiquid‘housing' assets　into　a

liquid‘cash' asset to　fund consumption. This simplistic assumption is often criticised and has

resulted in ａ lack of empirical support for the life cycle model. Various literature sources

(see Deaton, 1991 ；IMF, 2000 ； and Catte et. al. 2004 as　ａ　sample)identify that imperfections
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within credit and mortgage markets restrict the ability of households to fully adjust their

current spending according to shifts in house　prices. Muellbauer and Lattimore (1995) (cited

in Aron　et. a1八2006) identify that deregulation of financial markets increases　the “spend-

ability” of illiquid assets. This is reinforced by Girouard ＆Ｂｌｏｎｄａ１（2001）ｗho believe that

even if households regard their property to be wealth, their capacity to adjust current spend-

ing in response to shifting house　prices　is　strongly　dependent on the　functioning　of the

financial system. Finally, Ｗｙｍａｎ（2003バocuses on the idea that for consumers to be able to

access their housing wealth requires complete mortgage markets, as demonstrated by his

ｃｏ７ｎｔ＞letｅｎｅｓｓ　ｉｎｄｅｘ.It is therefore clearly evident that for individuals to realise the wealth

contained within their houses, a fully functioning financial system must be in place (and

which has generally been　achieved through extensive financial　deregulation).

　In terms of empirical studies, many of the life cycle theory ideas have been tested using

the econometric models first devised by Davidson et. a1プ1978). One of the most comprehen-

sive and recent cross country studies in this area　has been written in 2004 for the OECD by

Catte, Girouard, Price and Andre who include ten countries in their study and considered the

role of institutional differences in the markets. They found considerable heterogeneity for the

variables in different countries (Catte et. a1. 2004). However, Catte's model is not complete in

that it does not take into consideration the role of financial liberalisation　or income　expecta-

tions. Case　et. a1.（2005）ｉｎ ａ study of １４ 0ECD countries over ａ period of 25 years　find that

the financial stock market effect on consumption is smaller than the housing wealth effect

although the model has been criticised for omitting ａ number of importance variables such as

growth effects and interest rates. For single countries, results have　varied. For example, the

finding for Italy was of ａ negative housing wealth effect (Kennedy & Anderson (1994)

which was　confirmed by later research (Girouard & Blonda1 2001）.Ｓｏｍｅ have　suggested

that the reason for this was ａ poorly functioning mortgage market. In Japan, cross　sectional

estimated demonstrated ａ statistically significant property wealth e伍?cts for land and housing

wealth (Ogawa et. a1. 1996)

　The collateral effect (and Home equity withdrawal)

　Giuliodori (2005) suggests that the most important mechanism through which house　prices

can impact consumption is linked to the balance-sheet channel, and the ability of home

owners　to borrow　against the value of their asset. In this way higher house　prices raise

consumption by relaxing the credit constraints faced by owner-occupier hoｕseholdsスAron et.

a1.2006）The influence　of the housing market on household　spending thus depends　on the

extent to which housing wealth can actually be accessed and, in particular, the extent to

which homeowners　are able to borrow　against their housing wealth in practice.

　Various studies - including by the Bank of England, (1999); Girouard &:Blondal, (口皿卜八

Catte et. al. (2004) ; Giuliodori, (2005) ; Girouard et. al.(2006) ; and Smith & Searle, (2007)

were　concerned with the effect of housing collateral on consumer　spending and often high-

light the importance of home equity withdrawal. Home equity withdrawal (HEW) is ａ

particular type of collateralised borrowing which essentially turns an illiquid asset into ａ
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liquid asset. According to Smith & Searle (2007), until the mid-1980s the expression referred

largely to funds released through last time sales and trading down. More　recently, however,

refinancing through gaining ａ larger mortgage or home equity loan has become　more　com-

monplace. Within the United Kingdom, the Bank of England has found ａ close relationship

between the level of home equity withdrawal and consumption.

　Davey & Earley (2001) state that it is important to understand the underlying characteris-

tics which affect the ability of households to undertake the various forms of home equity

withdrawal. Critically, the ability to withdraw equity depends upon the level of liberalisation

exhibited by domestic financial markets, and the extent to which home equity withdrawal is

facilitated by regulations governing lending behaviour (Davey & Earley, 2001). Furthermore,

as discussed by Giuliodori （2005），tｈｅmarket's competitive　conditions will also be ａ major

factor - as this affects the average loan to value ratios, and the presence of mortgage equity

withdrawal products. Expanding on this, Aron et. a1.（2006）citｅ variations in tax regimes and

transaction costs, along with housing tenancy structures, as also being important factors that

can impact on the house price to consumption transmission channel. (This is also reflected in

Catte et. a1.（2004）

　Finally, Benito & Mumtaz (2006) highlight that there is an important causal effect of

housing in providing collateral.They suggest that because　it allows　credit to be　obtained　on

more　favourable terras than would otherwise be the case, the relationship between home

equity withdrawal and consumption is particularly strong as it allows　consumption by those

who might otherwise have been　constrained by their ability to access credit. They thereby

conclude that the collateral channel has the potential to amplify the effects of monetary

policy　on　the economy by increasing the number of households　sensitive　to　changes　in

　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　●　●monetary policy decisions.

　Various empirical studies have been　undertaken to try and quantify the impacts of the

wealth effect and the collateral effect on consumption. According to these authors, the extent

to which increase　in household spending is in line with an increase　in house　prices (i.ｅ･，the

marginal propensity to consume, MPC, out of housing wealth) is ｄｅｆａｃtｏdependent upon

the household's ability to access the wealth contained within their property and the extent to

which　homeowners　are able to borrow　against［their］housing wealth. （ＨＭ Treasury,

2003b）.

　This brief review has　outlined the complexity of the process by which monetary policy

affects　the　real economy (i. ｅ･，the monetary policy transmission mechanism, or ＭＰＴＭ）.

Although there　are issues related to differing modelling techniques employed by individual

authors, the overall role of assets and asset prices within this process has been identified, and

the importance of housing as ａ major asset type affecting ability to consume (through two

types　of ｅ伍?cts) has　been　explained. What is also clear is that there　appears　to be major

differences　between advanced economies as　regards how the MPTM actually works in prac-

tice - and that this is likely to be due （ａtleast in part) to the extent to which households

can, in practice, access　housing wealth.

　It has also been noted that the ability for the wealth effect and the collateral effect to be
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fully realised i.ａ，that households are　able to adjust their spending in response to changes in

house　prices by accessing the wealth contained within their property through home equity

withdrawal depends upon ａ functioning financial system and the existence of ‘complete'

mortgage markets. Furthermore, it has been identified that these two features have been

created (mainly) through financial deregulation｡

　Now that it has become　clear that the features of national mortgage markets are key in

determining ｈｏｕseholds’　access　tohousing-related wealth, the next section will compare　spe-

cific circumstances - rnost　notably the degree of deregulation of financial markets and the

resulting mortgage market characteristics that affecting housing equity access　across six adv-

anced economies.

MPTM Housing and deregulation

　The above review has implied that the mortgage market can be ａ fundamental factor in

the MPTM as changes in house　prices will affect consumption　and aggregate demand

through the ability of the mortgage market to release funds easily. ０ｎ the contrary, where

consumers　cannot　access　housing-related　credit　because　of　excessive　regulations　then　the

wealth and collateralｅ伍?cts cannot be fully realised within the MPTM process. The argu-

ment here is that deregulated mortgage markets will result in lower interest rates being

charged to customers while also serving ａ wider　range of borrowers.　In essence,　access　to

housing-related　finance　allows households to turn their illiquid assets (housing) into liquid

assets　to　fund current consumption.

　This section has two purposes.　First to link the deregulation process with the MPTM

model so　as to help claｒifｙthe interactive‘loop' relationship. Second, to　attempt to　measure

the deptｈ of change in the deregulation process across six countries in order to help identify

the relationships between the degree of deregulation and the intensity of the feedback loops

　Figure ４ attempts to show how the role of housing within the MPTM is affected by

financial deregulation focussing on the asset channel developed in Fig 3. The model indicates

how the transmission mechanism can create ａ self reinforcing‘100p’ which can amplify/alter

the relationship between consumption, investment and house　prices. Although the loop in-

eludes the effect of extensive mortgage deregulation on residential investment, the bulk of

this analysis will, as noted before, concentrate on the consumption side of the equation. The

role of residential investment within the MPTM can be investigated in detail elsewhere　ｅ.ｇ･

Giｒｏａｕd＆Ｂｌｏｎｄａ１（2001）.

　Deresfulation　and the mortg'ag'e markets : an international comparison

　There are certain features, inherent within any mortgage market, which can influence the

ability of hoｕseholds' to access housing related finance. These features include the following :

(i)the loan-to-value ratio；(ii)the typical mortgage term ； 証the existence of secondary mort-

gage markets ； (iv)the ability to refinance　without fees； (Ｖ)tｈｅcapacity for home equity
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　　　　　Fiffure４　The Model of MPTM, Housing, and Deregulation

　　　　　　　　　　　―The Self-Reinforcing Feedback Loop
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withdrawal; and (vi)the proportion of variable rate mortgages. For example, high loan to

value ratios allow and encourage borrowers　to take out more housing debt ；longer repayment

periods ensure that the debt-service-to-income ratio remains affordable, despite the large

amount of debt taken　out; secondary markets for mortgage loans　allow lenders to tap fund-

ing via capital markets and, all else being equal, to provide credit to ｈｏｕseholdけhe presence

of early repayment fees constrains households in their ability to refinance their mortgage debt

when interest rates decline.

　The prevalence and significance of each of these features in any national mortgage market

depends　upon　the　extent　of　deregulation　that　has　been　undertaken　to　date. Because　the

nature　and　extent　of　financial　deregulation　has　varied across　major　advanced economies, it

may be expected that these　mortgage market features affecting access　to　housing-related

finance　will also vary across　countries.

　Table l below, demonstrates how these features vary considerably across the six countries.

Among the major observable points are the following

°The typical loan-to-value ratio varies from ａ low of 50% in Italy to a high of 82% in the

　ＵＫバIMF, 2008 ； and European Mortgage Federation Hypostat, 2008）

゜The typical mortgage contract is longest in the United States at 30 years and lowest in

　Italy and France at only 15 years.（ＩＭＦ，2008）

゜Refinancing is easily available in the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom, but

　in France, Japan, and Italy,ｅａｒlｙrepayment often incurs　significant refinancing penalties｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（868）
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　　　　　　Table 1　Mortgage market features and the modified DI index

　　　］Mortgage market features　　　　　　UK　　　　us　　Australia　France　　　　Japan　　　Italy

Typical loan to value ratio（％）　　　　　82　　　　80　　　　80　　　　73.5　　　　80　　　　50

Typical mortgage contract (years)　　　　25　　　　　30　　　　　25　　　　　15　　　　　25　　　　　15

Non卯ｇｅ≒ck?d security issuesで 6.4　　　　20.1　　　　9　　　　　1.0　　　　4.7　　　　4.7
（％of residential loans　ｏｕtｓtａｎｄｍｇ）

Refinancing (fee for prepayment ?）　　Limited　　　No　　　Limited　　　Yes　　　　Yes　　　　Yes

Are home equity w^ithdraw^al
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Yes　　　　Yes　　　　Yes　　　　No　　　　No　　　　Noproducts　available ？

は2之ご1 0f Variable rate 72％　　　15％　　　84.5%　　　14％　　　14％　　　　－

Deregulation Index （DI）　　　　　　　　　　　7.2　　　　　8.6　　　　　7.6　　　　　2.6　　　　　4.4　　　　　2.2

#Ａｖｅｒageof 2003-2006 as according to the IMF, 2008.

Sources　Danie1 2008； I］MF 2008； European ］N/でlortgageFederation Hypostat 2008

Notes : 1 ) Figures　are for 2007 unless otherwise stated；

　　　　2）　For the feature‘Refinancing (fee for prepayment ?) the answers‘No', 'Limited', and‘Yes' each receive values of

　　　　　　10, 5, and O respectively. For the feature ‘Are home equity withdrawal products available ?’the answers　'Yes',

　　　　　　‘Limited',and ‘Ｎｏ’each receive values of 10，5 and O respectively. For ‘Proportion of variable rate mortgages' ａ value

　　　　　　is given equivalent to the proportion (e. g. 14% = a value of 1.4. For all the other features, each country is given ａ

　　　　　　value of between １０and Ｏ depending on their position relative to the country with the highest value for each

　　　　　　particular feature. An average is then taken of the sum of the six factors for each country). The DI adopts the same

　　　　　　approach as, and builds on the findings of, Wyman (2003) and IMF （2008）

(Catte et. al. 2004), and

°Home equity withdrawal products are easily available and actively marketed in the United

　Kingdom, the United States and Australia - making it easy for households to access their

　housing　equity.　In France, Japan　and Italy, on the other hand, the availahiUty of these

　products are heavily restricted. (Calza, et. a1. 2007）

　In　order to　quantify　the　collective　differences　inmortgage markets arising from　varying

degrees of deregulation, ａ‘deregulation index' has been created based on the earlier measures

of the mortgage market's ‘completeness' （i. e. Wyman's 2003 Completeness index （CI）ａｎｄ

the IMF's 2008 Mortgage Market Index （ＭＭＩ）.Ｔｈｅcloser to 10，the easier it is for house-

holds' to access housing related finance.

　From Table １，the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom ｄｅａｒlｙhave the most

‘complete' mortgage markets ； deregulation has resulted in an extensive range of mortgage-

related products and repayment structures being made available to cover ａ wide range　of

potential　borrowers　(see Wyman （2003）.This，ｃｏｕpled with the increasingly competitive

lending　environment and technological development, has significantly increased households'

access to housing-related finance and the equity contained within their homes じWyman, 2003 ；

Catte et. a1. 2004， Girouard et. a1. 2006 and IMF, 2008) Effectively, such liberalisation of

credit conditions increases the‘spendability' or liquidity of previously more illiquid housing

wealth. (Aron & Muellbauer, 2006). Japan, France　and Italy however, exhibit‘incomplete'

mortgage markets - as they offer fewer products and services to fewer customers, due large-

1ｙto the regulatory restrictions that remain from ａ slower and more incomplete deregulation

process. Their mortgage markets are characterised by a limited product range with tighter

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（869）
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Fiffure ５　Transaction costs as ａ percentage　of　property value

　United
Kingdom

United
States

Australia Japan France

口Other　�Agents Fee　麟Taxes

Italy

Source :Global Property Guide （2008）

Note :Transactions costs include the costs of buying and then re-selling a residential

　　　　property worth 250,000 euros in Europe and $250,000 1n the us. The proper-

　　　　tyis located in the administrative or financial capital.

　　　　Italy'staxes have been included as part of the‘other' component due to their

　　　　very complex tax system with regards house purchase

repayment　structures　and a　narrower　range　of　potential　borrowers　(seeレWyman, 2003; and

ＩＭＦ，2008）.Ｃｏｕpled with a less competitive lending environment, and fewer distribution

channels, households　do　not have　easy　access　to　housing-related　finance　or　mortgage　equity

withdrawal. (Catte et. al. 2004, Girouard et. a1.2006，１ＭＦ，2008）

　There　are of course non-mortgage factors which affect households ability to access housing

wealth. For example, the rate of turnover (measured in transactions/year) can be an impor-

tant determinant the ability of home equity withdrawal （Ｄａｖｅｙand Earley, 2001）.A high

turnover rate as in the UK for example obviously creates more opportunities for households

to withdraw housing equity by trading down. Also, transaction costs is an important factor to

consider since, the price change between properties when households are trading down must

be sufficient to cover the fixed and variable components of moving house.　Therefore, lower

transactions costs makes moving more　attractive at low levels of price differentials (HM

Treasury 2003b）

　Transaction costs vary significantly across OECD countries from 2.05% in Denmark to

22.08% in South Korea and the components of such costs also vary as can be seen in figure

above.　Clearly, those　countries with low transaction costs (and taxes as aproportion of total

transaction costs) are　also those with the most deregulated mortgage markets with the excep-

tion of Japan.

　Therefore as　can be seen above, the deregulation proces has varied across countries which

have fed into the national mortgage markets of the six countries and hence the access to

household　related　finance　i.e. they have　exaggerated the collateral/wealth effects which, in

turn, alters the functionong of the transmission process in those countries. In addition, based

on　our　modified　deregulation　index　it has　been　shown that the access　to　housing　related

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（870）
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finance　appears　considerable easier in us, Australia and the UK as compared to Japan,

France and Italy. This would suggest that the feedback ｌｏｏｐwithin the transmision mechan-

ism would be more pronounced in the former three countries. Other　conditions　ｅ.ｇ.transac-

tion　costs　can　affect national　ability　to　access　housing-related　finance　but　changes　in　the

variables　affecting　these　types　of　costs　have　been　secondary, amplifying or　reducing　the

wider house　finance　deregulation.

　Consumption from housing" wealth

　Now that the DI has been created, it is possible to relate the completeness of the mortgage

markets in the six countries to various housing market characteristics to assess the effect

deregulation has had on the relationship between house　prices and consumption. This will

now be undertaken by examining the evidence linking (i)access to wealth from housing （i.ｅ･，

the collateral effect), and (ii)consumption from housing wealth （i.ｅ･，the wealth effect) to the

characteristics　of　national　housing　finance　markets as demonstrated by the DI index. In

practice, the latter (the housing wealth affect) is only made possible by the former (the

collateral effect) ― i. ｅ･，households　can　only consume　assets that have been made liquid -

and so the extent of home equity withdrawal across countries is considered first.This section

also considers the importance of owner-occupancy in amplifying or limiting the scale of

consumption　from　housing　wealth (as　this　was　ｃｌｅａｒlｙ　identified　earlier　as　being　of

importance).

　Home equity withdrawal

　There　appears　to be ａ clear association between mortgage market liberalisation　and the

growth of mortgage debt outstanding. For example in the more deregulated countries, UK

us and Australia, the average ratio of mortgage debt outstanding to GDP rose　from of 29％

in 1983 to 80％in 2007 while in the less deregulated economies, Japan, France and Italy, the

figures　were 14% to 28％ over　the same period. This is more　clearly shown in Figure 6

which links the deregulation index with the mortgage/GDP ratio.

　The positive correlation（R2 0.966) is an interesting conclusion in that such ａ close correla-

tion strongly implies that the varying institutional differences　resulting from the uneven

liberalisation process could easily be the main contributor to the process of feeding through

changes　in　house　prices to spending and output. However, it should not be forgotten that

other factors such as the incresed price of housing and also cultural differences/attitudes to

home　ownership　and renting could also have　contribute to the strong relationship shown

above.

　To help resolve this problem ａ brief comment will be made relating to housing equity

withdrawal over the period of 1970 to 2000 across the countries concerned (excepting

Australia)づOECD 2000）This publication gives ａ clearer indication of how the ease　with

which households are　able to access their housing wealth has changed over this period. It is

clear that the　deregulation　undertaken in the United Kingdom, and to ａ lesser extent the

United States, was associated with a large increase　in housing equity withdrawal - and

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(871)
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Fiarure６　The DI and Residential Mortgage-Debt-to-GDP Ratio（2007）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ａ‾t]医t]ralia　R2 = 0.9266

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　United Kingdom

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　United States

France　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Japan

　　　　Italy

０ ２ ４ ６ ８ 10

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　DeregulationIndex

Source :For DeregulationIndex　values　seeTable １.Residentialmortgage-debt-to-GDP-ratiofrom European

　　　　　MortgageFederation Hypostat, 2008；and IMF, 2008.

provided　households with liquidity to fund consumption.　It　is　generally　thought　that　the

increased competition experienced within these　markets resulted in lower interest rates being

charged to customers, ａ greater variety of mortgage and home equity withdrawal products

being available, and the resultant improved ability of lenders to serve ａ wider range of

borrowers　(Catte et. al. 2004) These features further　suggest that　extensive　financial dereg-

ulation has meant that it is not necessary to move or to trade down in order to release equity

　　　●　　　　　　　●　　●contained within a property

　It is also evident from the study that France　and Italy, where deregulation has been less

widespread, have　witnessed　injections　intｏ the　housing　sector rather than　withdrawals,

Japan's experience, however　has been different. Although the mortgage market reform pro-

cess　was less　extensive, during the late　1980s an　expansionary monetary meant policy in-

creased liquidity within the financial sector. Housing loan corporations 〔known　as ’iｕｓｅｎ〕）

increased　the　amount　of　housing　loans　being　given, fuelling　Japan's‘property　bubble'

／へ.=　　　　　　　　　ハハハハヘ　　　　・　¶　　　･．　　　　　　　　　　．．　　　１　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　●　哺　・　　　　　哺　●　　　哺　　　¶　　　　一●ハハハ　　　／八w'･ /″｀swへ

(Krugman, 2008) and leading to positive home equity withdrawal in the late-1980s.（ＯＥＣＤ，

2000 ； and Girouard et. al. 2006) Overall, however, where liberalisation has been　extensive,

mortgage markets have become competitive and efficient at providing households　greater

access　to housing wealth.

　The wealth effect

　At this stage it is necessary to consider the relationshipbetween features of the mortgage

markets as indicated by the deregulation index　and consumption　across　the　six　countries

concerned. The various　researchwork done on the relationship between mortgage market

deregulation　andthe MPC from housing wealth can be seen　inTable ２ below. Using these

estimated values for the MPC from housing wealth shown in this table it is possible to

identify connections between countries with large housing wealth effectsand the main mort-

gage market features that are found in liberalised,developed mortgage markets｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（872）
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　　　Table 2　Estimated Marginal Propensity to Consume　from Housing Wealth

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｌｏｎｇ-ｒｕｎ］Ｖ［PCfrom
Country　　　ど恋心マヅマ　　　　Source　　　　　　　　　　　　　　皆皆詐1th Used in

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　６　　　　　　　　　Ｔａｎｇ（2006）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7
Australia　　　　　　　　　７　　　　　　　　　　Catte

et. al.（2004）

　　　　　　　Statistically insignificant　Catte et. al.（2004）　　　　　　　　　　2
France　　　　　　　　　　　　　４　　　　　　　　　Flood

et. a1.（2008）

　　　　　　　　　　　　Negative　　　　　Kennedy & Anderson (1994)　　Statistically insignificant （O）

　　　　　　　　　　　　Negative　　　　　　Boone et. a1.（200↓）
Italy　　　　　　　　　Negative　　　　　　HM

Treasury （2003c）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１　　　　　　　　　　Catteet. al. (2004)

　　　　　　　　　Between １２and ２０　　　0gawa et. a1. (1996) and　　　　　　　　　　　　　１６
Japan　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Girouard

ａｎｄＢｌｏｎｄａ１（2001）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　２　　　　　　　　　　London Business　Schoo1＊　　　　　　　　　　　7.5
United　　　　　　　　　　７　　　　　　　　　　Catte

et. al.（2004）
Kingdom　　　　　　　　８　　　　　　　　　　Business

Strategies

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　５　　　　　　　　　　Catteet. al. (2004) and　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　8.15
United　　　　　　　　　11.3　　　　　　　Greenspan*

(1999)
States　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｐａｌｕｍｂｏ，Ｒｕdd，Ｗｈｅｌａｎ（2006）

Note　＊:Sources :London Business School, Business Strategies and Greenspan (1999) cited in (Girouard & Blondal, 2001)

Ｎｏtｅ＊＊:The study undertaken by Catte et. a1. (2004) is ａ comprehensive study and findings have been reflected in various

　　　　　subsequent documents. The value for Australia will be used. For Italy, ａ value of O has been used due to the lame

　　　　　number of studies which find a negative housing wealth effect； only Catte et. al. (2004) has documented ａ positive

　　　　　value. With regard to France, Japan, the UK and the us, an average of all the studies has been taken （ａs was done

　　　　　in Flood et. al.（2008）.Ｔｈｅ LBS value for the UK has been left out because　its measurement　expresses　housing

　　　　　wealth net of mortgage debt（ｎｏtdone in any other study) ; this means that it is not ａ comparable study.

　The overall picture of the relationship between mortgage market deregulation　and the

MPC from housing wealth can be understood from figure below, which dernonstrates that -

with the exception of Japan - the countries with more developed or‘complete' mortgage

markets (as measured by a high DI value) have ａ higher MPC from housing wealth. Exclud-

ing Japan the R2 value for the correlation between these variables is 0 ｡9661. The reason for

this is because　the studies used to calculate Japan's marginal propensity to consume from

housing wealth （Ｂｏｏｎｅet.a1. 2001 ；and Girouard ＆Blonda12001）ｕsｅ data from their liquid,

bubble period resulting in significantly higher marginal propensity to consume from housing

than found in any other country･

　Based on Figure 4 111ustrating the ‘１００ｐ’effects, this close correlation （i.ｅ･，R2二0.9661）

suggests that those countries that have undergone greater financial deregulation (such as the

United States, the United Kingdom and Australia) have　ａ　more pronounced collateral effect

feedback loop - as the deregulation has changed their mortgage markets to encourage the

transformation of housing into cash, available for current consumption and hence altering the

functioning of the MPTM.

　It becomes　evident from looking at the various housing wealth effects that there is ａ split

between countries with a high MPC from housing wealth and those with a low MPC wealth｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(873)
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Fiffure７　Housing Wealth Effects and the Deregulation Index

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　DeregulationIndex

Sources:DeregulationIndex taken from Table １；MPC from housing wealth from Table２‥

This split (with the exception of Japan) coincides with the differences　between countries

with market-based financial systems and bank-based financial systems - see Table ３ below.

Those　countries with market-based financial systems （i. ｅ･，the United States, the United

Kingdom and Australia) undertook earlier and more thorough mortgage market deregulation

and allowed housing-related funds to be raised on secondary markets and the spreading of

risk among financial institutions, encouraging products for the purpose　of home equity with-

drawal. (Levine, 2002√) This is clearly shown in Table ３，below, where the United States, the

United Kingdom and Australia have (relatively) high values for the MPC from housing

wealth and all exhibit market-based financial systems in which equity withdrawal products

are　widely　available　and　freely　marketed, (as　dernonstrated　in Table 2　and　discussed

previously)

　France　and Italy, however, where the MPC from housing wealth is low or zero, experi-

enced ａ less thorough deregulation process. As such, their financial systems have　remained

bank-based and fragmented and therefore as shown previously their equity withdrawal pro-

ducts are either not available or their supply is limited. In conclusion, Table 3 shows that the

emergence　of market based financial systems has encouraged the use　of home equity with-

drawal products. This, in turn, had impacts on consumption as　reflected in MPC values.

　Unsurprisingly, there is ａ clear relationship between the scale of home equity withdrawal

（i. ｅ･，the collateral effect - the actual level of housing-related finance　which is realised

through largely deregulated mortgage markets) and the marginal propensity to consume from

household wealth. Fundamentally, the influence　of the housing market on consumption ［as

well as the rapidity of this response］depends on the extent to which homeowners　are able

to borrow　against housing wealth. (Catte et. a1.2004) The amount of home equity withdraw-

al is more likely to be positive when households　are　able to renegotiate existing mortgage

loans　or to　contract　second mortgages　on the same property (Catte et. a1. 2004) as this

allows the household to take advantage of increases in housing wealth. As Figure 8，below,

demonstrates, there is ａ strong correlation between the impact of housing wealth on con-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（874）
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　　　　　　France

Italy
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　　Table 3　The Split between Market-Based and Bank-Based Financial Systems.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｌｏｎｇ-ｒｕｎ]N/でIPC　　　　　　Primarily]N/でTarket　　　　　　AreHome Equity

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　from Housing　　　　　　　or Bank Based　　　　　Withdraw^al products

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Wealth　　　　　　　　　　Financial system ？　　　　　　　　available ？

United States　　　　　　　　　　8.15　　　　　　　　　　　M:arket-Based　　　　　　　　　　　Yes

United Kingdom　　　　　　　　7.5　　　　　　　　　　　M:arket-Based　　　　　　　　　　　Yes

Australia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7　　　　　　　　　　　　]Market-Based　　　　　　　　　　　Yes

France　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　２　　　　　　　　　　　　　Bank-Based　　　　　　　　　　　　No

Italy　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｏ　　　　　　　　　　　　　Bank-Based　　　　　　　　　　　　No

Japan　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１６　　　　　　　　　　　　　Bank-Based　　　　　　　　　　　　No

Source :Column t"WO from Table２，column three from Asli & Ross, 1999；and Levine, 2002, column three from Table.1.
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Figure 8 The Marginal Propensity to Consume　from Housing Wealth

and Housing Equity Withdrawal

　　　　－○　　　　　　　　－り　　　　　　　　一仕　　　　　　　　一乙　　　　　　　　　Ｕ　　　　　　　　　乙　　　　　　　　　失

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Housing Equity Withdrawal （％of disposable income)

Sources :Marginal propensity to consume from housing wealth from Table ２. Housing Equity べA^ithdrawal

　　　　　（％of disposable income) from Catte et. al. 2004 ； and HM Treasury 2003b八Averages of 1990-

　　　　　2002）

sumption　and the size of housing equity withdrawal (with the exception of Japan). When

Japan is removed from the calculation, the correlation is very close - with ａ calculated R2

value of 0.8603.

　One key feature of deregulated housing finance markets is the typically high loan to value

ratios which are found. Ａ high loan to value ratio is likely to increase the collateral effect on

consumption ； countries such as the United States - with ａ considerable sub-prime mortgage

market (CBC News, 2007）-ａｎｄ the United Kingdom (where 100十% mortgages have be-

come ｃｏｍｍｏｎｐｌａｃｅ）（Ｃａｂｌｅ，2008）ａｒｅtherefore expected to see the closest relationship

between the average loan to value ratio and the marginal propensity to consume from hous-

ing wealth. Jappelli and Pagano (1989) (discussed in Li, 2001）foｕnd that a higher loan to

value ratio decreases　the number of credit-constrained households within an　economy as (i)

lower　savings are　required to gain access　to ａ mortgage, and (ii)larger amounts can be

borrowed. Overall, ａ high loan to value ratio increases　the amount　of　credit　available　to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(875)

　　　　　　　　　　Japan
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Fiffureｇ　Housing Wealth Effects and the Loan to Value Ratio

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Japan

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　United States　　　R2二0.475

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　United Kingdom
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Australia

Italy　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　France

　　　　40　　　　　　　　50　　　　　　　　60　　　　　　　　70　　　　　　　　80　　　　　　　　90

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　TypicalLoan to Value Ratio（％）

Source:Marginal propensityto consume from housing wealth from Table ２；typicalloan to value ratios

　　　　　fromTable１.

households and will increase　consumption from housing wealth (Iacoviello & Neri, 2008)

The relationship between the MPC from housing wealth against the typical loan to value

ratio for the six countries is shown in Figure 9，above. The calculated Ｒ２ excluding Japan is

0.7722.

　Owner　occupancy and Consumption from Housing" Wealth

　As discussed previously, the life-cycle consumption theory implies both a positive wealth

effect and ａ negative income and substitution effect on consumption. （Ａｒｏｎｅt.a1.2006）；this

creates ａ split between home　owners （ｗho receive the positive wealth effect as house　prices

increase) and renters (for whom only the negative impacts operate （Ａｒｏｎ　etal. 2006) as

house　price rises mean higher rents and also increased savings needed to get onto the‘hous-

ing ladderつ. The overall proportion of owner-occupied housing within an economy can there-

fore determine whether the positive wealth effect or negative income and substitution effect

will be predominate （ｅ･ｇ･，during periods of increases in house　prices). Furthermore, a high

proportion of home　ownership suggests ａ wide distribution of housing wealth じWyman,

2003 ；and European Central Bank, 2009）ｗhich，ｃｏｕpled with greater mortgage market liber-

alisation,is likely to lead to ａ higher amount of home equity withdrawal as wealth gains or

losses　through　changes　in house　prices can　only arise for households owning a dwelling･

(European Central Bank, 2009）.

　In essence, the higher the owner-occupancy rates, the greater will be the potential number

of consumers　able to extract wealth contained within their houses　and the greater the net

consumption come　household wealth.

　Across the OECD countries, the proportion of owner-occupied housing varies considerably

due to variations in tax incentives, conditions attached to planning consents, controls on rents,

interest rates and finance structures.（ＨＭ Treasury, 2003b) However, among the six countries

examined in this dissertation, the disparities are　smaller. For　example the owner-occupier

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（876）
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　　　　Fiarure10　0wner Occupancy Rate （％）ａｎｄthe Housing Wealth Effect
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Sources :Marginal propensity to consume from housing wealth table 2. Ow^ner　occupancy rate Adapted

　　　　　　from Hypostat 2008 ； IMF, 2008 ； and Flood et. al. 2008.

ratio is around 70％foｒ the us, UK and Australia, while Japan （60％）ａｎｄ France （57％）

are lower and Italy (80%) higher. Also, there does not appear to be much of a link between

owner-occupancy rates and the marginal propensity to consume from housing wealth - as

shown in Figure 10 above.　For　example, Italy has　experienced only minimal deregulation

since 1980s and has the lowest housing wealth effect, but has the highest owner - occupied

housing rate of all six countries. It has been　suggested　that　this　is　due　to　the　fact　that　in

some countries (including Italy), inter-generational wealth transfers are common - such that

in Italy 23% of homeowners　received their house through inheritances, gifts, or dowry, and ａ

substantial number of families owned their homes with the help of direct or indirect wealth

transfers (Xiao & Yang, 2002) This implies that the influence　of owner-occupation　on the

wealth effect in certain countries is only minimal, and therefore the link between owner-

occupation　and the sensitivity of consumption to real house　prices is weak. （ＩＭＦ，2000）

　Therefore, to conclude this section one　can　say the following. First, that there is clear

evidence that aggregate mortgage debt and home equity withdrawal are related to the extent

of deregulation in housing finance　conditions.　Second, that there is also ａ strong relationship

between the MPC from housing wealth and overall financial deregulation, the size of home

equity withdrawal, and loan to value ratios. Third, the extent of owner-occupation may ａ

ｔ>ｒio八be expected to amplify the effects of increased deregulation on　consumption from

household wealth, but this effect is weakened as ａ result of circumstances in individual

countries.

　Moreover, it has ｄｅａｒlｙshown that there　are significant　cross-country differences　with

regards to consumption from housing wealth （ａs represented by the MPC from housing

ｗｅａｌth）.Ｔｈｅclose correlation（R2二0.9661) between the varying values of the MPC from

housing wealth and the DI implies that the underlying workings of the transmission mechan-

ism (as expressed in terms of Figure 4) vary from country to country - with the United

States, the United Kingdom and Australia experiencing ａ more pronounced　feedback ｌｏｏｐ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(877)
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than found in France and Italy.Japan has remained an outlierthroughout the analysis and is

ａ subject for furtherinvestigationelsewhere.

Conclusion

　It has been　shown in this brief and limited paper that mortgage market deregulation has

been most extensive in the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia - creating

market-based financial systems, ample home equity withdrawal products, and high loan-to-

value ratios. This has facilitated easier access to housing wealth through home equity with-

drawal (the collateral effect) to fund current consumption (the wealth effect) The wealth

effect is strong within these three countries. This implies that within these　countries, dereg-

ulation has amplified the workings of the MPTM - resulting in house　price changes having

ａ greater impact on the real economy of these　countries (as has been　shown to be the case

from the current economic crisis).

　The converse　has been　shown for France　and Italy - where less comprehensive deregula-

tion has taken place (creating incomplete bank-based mortgage markets, ａ lack of availability

of home equity withdrawal products, and lower loan-to-value ratios). This has limited the

ability of the collateral effect to be realised through home equity withdrawal - and as　such,

has also reduced the wealth effect. Within these two countries, the workings of the MPTM

are　more closely represented by the traditional theories since, although the feedback-loop is

stillpresent, it is not as powerful as found within the United States, the United Kingdom or

Australia.

　The general evidence provided in this brief paper suggests that the presence of ａ feedback

ｌｏｏｐ（ａsdemonstrated in Figure 4) will be greatest in the United States, the United Kingdom

and Australia where mortgage market deregulation - as measured by the respective DI

values has been the most extensive. Furthermore, these　countries　also　have　relatively　high

marginal propensities to consume from housing wealth - suggesting that as house　prices

increase, households in these countries are　more likely to extract the additio皿1 equity within

their houses　to　fund current consumption　and for purchasing second homes This has been

made possible by the complete mortgage markets found in these countries and the wide

variety of home equity withdrawal products that are available due to the presence of market

based financial systems, and high loan-to-value-ratios, created through extensive deregulation.

The higher demand will further increase　house　prices, encouraging more　equity withdrawal

and thus ａ strong self-reinforcing feedback ｌｏｏｐ･

　This effect has the potential to amplify the workings of the monetary policy transmission

mechanism, as a decrease　in the officialrate of interest could lead to ａ larger-than-expected

increase　in house　prices and inflationary pressure. This is because　（ｉｎcertain countries) the

ease　of access　to housing wealth has been increased through deregulation　and, following ａ

reduction in the officialrate of interest, credit will be cheaper. The two factors encourage

borrowing for current ｃｏｎsｕｍｐtｉｏｎ｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（878）
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　1n France　and Italy however, the feedback loop is likely to be less pronounced ― as

financial deregulation in these　countries has been　much less thorough. The incomplete mort-

gage markets found in these two countries limit the ability of the collateral effect to be

realised. This is largely because　bank-based financial systems do not allow financial institu-

tions to spread risk freely through capital markets, and therefore housing equity withdrawal

products　are not freely available (and loan-to-value ratios remain ｌｏｗ）｡

　It would therefore seem that the traditional process of the MPTM (See Figure 1）ｗｏｕld

apply to France　and Italy (and some　extent Japan) which have incomplete, or poorly func-

tioning mortgage markets, but that understanding of the MPTM process should be refined for

countries　that　have　experienced　significant financial　deregulation　such as the United States,

the United Kingdom and Australia Ａ more in-depth analysis of ａ greater number of countries

would be required if these　conclusions　were to be developed in ａ more mature form.

Note :l should like to thank my tutee Ms Ｅ Word, for access　tosome of her work in this

area.
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